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Chapter 2005: Examine on the spot (3) 

Dai Boqi was stunned when he heard that, “You want to harvest the medicinal herbs on the spot?” 

Huang Yueli saw the guards standing still and walked out from behind the chair, “That’s right, since you 

don’t believe whatever I said, then surely seeing is believing right, how about that?” 

Dai Boqi instinctively felt that something was amiss as he subconsciously shook his head, “This old man 

will not be tricked by you…” 

“How is this considered as being tricked?” Huang Yueli was all smiles as she said that. “Haven’t you 

already said that your foresight is the most accurate? Now I’m going to harvest the medicinal herbs on 

the spot so if I come out with any trickery, surely you will be able to tell right? Or am I right to say that 

you also feel that you’ve maligned me, hence you don’t dare to allow me to prove myself?” 

Dai Boqi frowned as he stared at the young lady in front of him. After sizing her up for a while, his heart 

was filled with even more puzzlement. 

What was going on? 

He looked left and right, up and down and this young lass still didn’t have any Profound Energy but she 

said that she was going to harvest the medicinal herbs to prove herself. Such a sincere pledge, seeming 

as though it was real… 

Could it be that she really have a pill refining innate talent? 

This… was simply inconceivable! 

Dai Boqi simply didn’t believe that such a matter would happen but he also couldn’t think of any other 

reason to reject Huang Yueli’s request. 

At last, he gave a cold humpf and said, “Alright, since you said so then this old man shall give you one 

chance! No matter what trickery you come out with, if you’re thinking to pull wool over this old man’s 

eyes, that’s just simply daydreaming!” 

Huang Yueli smiled as she spoke out confidently, “As long as you give me this chance, I will naturally let 

everyone know what’s called the real deal! Then Divine Doctor Dai, which medicine farm should I head 

to?” 

Hearing Dai Boqi loosening his stance, Huang Yueli’s heart finally eased. 

She was most afraid that Old Grandpa Dai would indiscriminately chase her away directly. Now since 

there was a chance to perform on the spot, she naturally had nothing more to worry about. 

Moreover, she herself actually wanted to know why she had such strong Earth attributed affinity, she 

wondered based on Dai Boqi’s foresight, would he be able to see through the underlying reason? 

Dai Noqi muttered to himself, “Then…. we’ll head over to…” 



He was a little hesitant because he couldn’t bear to let him high grade medicinal herbs being ruined by 

Huang Yueli but if the medicinal herbs grades were too low, there was no way to access the height of 

her standard… 

Just at this moment, in the corner of the corridor came another shuffling of footsteps. 

The duo Feng Zhensheng and Feng Xiaoyan ran over in a hurry. 

Feng Xiaoyan’s face was still hanging with a piece of veil, blocking her scarred complexion. 

But Huang Yueli merely took a look and recognised the both of them. 

Feng Zhensheng blocked Dai Boqi and said, “Divine Doctor Dai, will you please hold on for a while!” 

Dai Boqi waved his hand, “President Feng, if you have something to discuss then let’s do it later, I have 

something urgent to settle now!” 

Feng Zhensheng hurriedly said, “Earlier when I was on my way here, I’ve already heard that you wish to 

access Bai Ruoli’s ability so I have a suggestion…..” 

“Oh? What kind of suggestion?” Dai Boqi asked curiously. 

Feng Zhensheng said, “Think about it, why would this young lass keep telling you that she wanted to 

harvest medicinal herbs? Could it be that she had done something to the medicine farm hence she was 

so confident? Since it is to assess if she really has a pill refining innate talent, then we should change a 

topic to access her, in case she muggles through successfully!” 

When Dai Boqi heard that, he nodded his head, “What you say does make some sense, what idea do you 

have then?” 

Chapter 2006: Examine on the spot (4) 

When Feng Zhensheng saw that his interest was piqued, he instantly freshened up. 

He came slightly later because he had been in a discussion with Steward Qin, thinking about how to 

expose Huang Yueli’s real look. 

At that time, the idea they thought about was to expose Huang Yueli’s real identity and the fact that she 

had no Profound Energy in front of Dai Boqi, then later on to force her to verify her own standard in 

front of Dai Boqi. 

What they had not expected was that by the time they arrived, Shu Yali had already spilled the beans on 

this before them. 

In this way it actually saved them some trouble. 

Feng Zhensheng said, “Divine Doctor Dai, earlier Steward Qin and I were worrying that such a peerless 

genius suddenly popped out and we don’t even know if it’s real or fake, so we thought of a way to 

access her so we’ve prepared a couple of things…. Men, bring it over!” 

He clapped his hands and a few attendants carried a large box behind him, and placed it among the 

crowd on the ground. 



After that, he took a few steps ahead and personally opened the box lid. 

“Divine Doctor Dai, please have a look!” 

Dai Boqi lowered his eyes and took a look, as he revealed an enlightened look, “This is…. Nine Leaf Turf 

Grass?” 

Feng Zhensheng nodded and smiled, “Right on the spot! Everyone here are Pill Masters and you all 

should know that the Nine Leaf Turf Grass is a sixth level medicinal herb which looks extremely similar to 

the Nine Leaf Lingzhi, and even the higher levelled Nine Leaf Turf Grass is totally unable to be 

differentiated just from the exterior. The difference between the two is that the concentration of the 

Earth attributed energy is totally different.” 

“In this box, I’ve let them prepare seven stalks of Nine Leaf Lingzhi and the rest are all Nine Leaf Turf 

Grass, so let’s let Young Miss Bai be responsible for picking out the Nine Leaf Lingzhi! How about that?” 

After Feng Zhensheng said that, the younger Pill Masters all broke out into a clamour. 

“What? They actually wanted to let Bai Ruoli pick out the Nine Leaf Lingzhi from so many Nine Leaf Turf 

Grass? How could that be possible?” 

“That’s right, this is just too difficult! These are all sixth and seventh levelled medicinal herbs and based 

on our ability at our current ages, there’s no way that we can differentiate the concentration of the 

energy within the medicinal herbs. There are no differences from the exterior so how could she possibly 

pick them out?” 

“We can’t but hadn’t Bai Ruoli self-professed that she was able to pick forty over stalks of Drought Land 

Pearl Lotuses? She should show off some of her ability for us to have a look!” 

“This time things are going to be interesting, she definitely won’t be able to pick them out?” 

Feng Xiaoyan’s face was filled with ridicule as she laughed coldly, “Why? Haven’t you said that you were 

going to prove your ability in front of Divine Doctor Dai? Still not going over to pick them out quickly? 

Have you blown your trumpet until it’s already broken so you have no other way now?” 

The Feng father-daughter duo looked at Huang Yueli, believing that she had been scared stiff by this 

kind of assessment. 

Because this matter was indeed hard to differentiate, to tell the difference between a Nine Leaf Turf 

Grass from a Nine Leaf Lingzhu, this was originally something which a sixth ranked Pill Master could 

achieve. Moreover there were several hundred stalks of medicinal herbs in the box so even if she really 

could differentiate it, to be able to compare so many medicinal herbs, who knew how much time she 

had to spend. 

It could be said that they were intentionally putting her on the spot! 

Huang Yueli swept a glance at the box which was piled to the brim and the corners of her lips curled up 

slightly, “You are sure you want to access me on this? Divine Doctor Dai, what do you say?” 



Dai Boqi gave a harrumph and said, “Honestly speaking, this kind of assessment to ordinary Pill Masters 

is indeed too difficult but if you really have the potential to become a ninth rank Pill Master, then you 

should still be able to do it.” 

 


